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Here you can find the menu of Vishnu Catering in Irvine. At the moment, there are 16 menus and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Vishnu Catering:

vishnu catering has a spectacular work at the event I planned for ~100 people in santa barbara. they showed up
on the time, prepared and were very professional to work with the entire process. we haven't even got the food

yet, but every single person at the event (desi and non desi) enjoyed eating and praised us eating. the rasmalai,
double ka metha, mutton curry, mango daal, chai, apollo fish, mango leti, huhn tikka... read more. The restaurant

is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't
like about Vishnu Catering:

Being a tourist it took us ten whole minutes to find the restaurant. It was located in the smallest corner in the
middle of a commercial building. The restaurant was clearly not a foodie spot but more of convenience for the

employees in the surrounding buildings. When we came in there weren't many people, but to be fair there
weren't many chairs either. It's not definitely a family place either as they had no high ch... read more. In Irvine,

traditional meals are prepared in the kitchen of Vishnu Catering with original Asian spices tasty, A catering
service offered by the restaurant allows you to enjoy the meals at home or at the function. Guests also value the
application of typical Indian spices, You can also unwind at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic

and non-alcoholic drinks.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Desser� - Nachtisc�
RASMALAI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

India�
MASALA

ALOO GOBI

NAAN

TANDOORI CHICKEN
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